
Note To The File

R5T

Changed

Issued Examiner's Amendment and Entered Changes•

Discussed file with Attorney/Applicant

via E-Mail•

 

 

From: LaMont, John  
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2022 10:41 AM 
To: Alli Pawlenty <alli@coatesip.com> 
Cc: steve@coatesip.com; Dianne Tibbs Johnson <tibbs@coatesip.com>; Stephen Coates 
<trademarks@coatesip.com>; 4892-1266-2016@mail.vault.netdocuments.com; 4893-9721-
1392@mail.vault.netdocuments.com; 4855-2174-0032@mail.vault.netdocuments.com; 4856-0562-
6112@mail.vault.netdocuments.com 
Subject: RE: US Serial Nos. 90/845,639; 90/845,641; 90/845,644; 90/845,648 // Amendments to 
Goods

 

Dear Alli,

 

Thank you for the email.  I will enter the changes and approve the applications.  You should receive 
notice shortly.

 

Best,

 

John

Serial Number: 90845648  
Date: 09/28/2022 10:47 am  
Created by: John LaMont  



 

 

John LaMont

Trademark Examining Attorney

(571) 270-0404 | john.lamont@uspto.gov

 

All informal e-mail communications relevant to this application will be placed in the official 
application record.

 

 

 

From: Alli Pawlenty <alli@coatesip.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2022 10:38 PM 
To: LaMont, John <John.LaMont@USPTO.GOV> 
Cc: steve@coatesip.com; Dianne Tibbs Johnson <tibbs@coatesip.com>; Stephen Coates 
<trademarks@coatesip.com>; 4892-1266-2016@mail.vault.netdocuments.com; 4893-9721-
1392@mail.vault.netdocuments.com; 4855-2174-0032@mail.vault.netdocuments.com; 4856-0562-
6112@mail.vault.netdocuments.com 
Subject: US Serial Nos. 90/845,639; 90/845,641; 90/845,644; 90/845,648 // Amendments to Goods

 

CAUTION: This email has originated from a source outside of USPTO.PLEASE CONSIDER THE 
SOURCE before responding, clicking on links, or opening attachments.

 

Serial No.

Mark

Applicant

Docket Ref.

90/845,639

R4S

Rivian IP Holdings, LLC

03931
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90/845,641

R5S

Rivian IP Holdings, LLC

03932

90/845,644

R4T

Rivian IP Holdings, LLC

03934

90/845,648

R5T

Rivian IP Holdings, LLC

03935

 

Mr. LaMont – I write regarding the above-mentioned trademark applications. We have reviewed the 
Office Actions issued on April 6, 2022 and consent to the amendment of goods proposed therein, with 
the exception of the proposed amendment to "suspension systems for vehicles." Instead of amending 
that item to "suspension systems for automobiles" as suggested, we would like to amend that item to 
"suspension systems for automobiles, trucks and sports utility vehicles" consistent with the amended 
language you accepted in Rivian Automotive Holdings' published application Serial No. 90845642 for 
the mark R3T. The amended description of goods should read:

 

Class 12: Land vehicles and parts and fittings therefor, namely, structural parts and powertrain 
components in the nature of electric motors, gearboxes and axles; motor vehicle bodies; luggage nets 
for vehicles; fitted covers for vehicles; anti-skid chains for vehicles; patches for repairing vehicle tires; 
pumps for inflating vehicle tires; automotive interior trim; automotive interior paneling; custom leather 
interiors for vehicles; license plate frames; license plate holders; upholstery for vehicles; electric land 
vehicles; electric vehicle parts, namely, motors; electric vehicle parts, namely, rearview mirrors, 
windshield wipers and tailgates; fully battery electric, high performance land vehicles; vehicle seats; 
vehicle wheel hubs; vehicle wheels; upholstery, namely, fitted covers for vehicles; steering wheels for 
vehicles; motors for land vehicles; roof racks, shock absorbers, shock absorbing springs, stabilizer 
bars, and suspensions, all for vehicles; trim panels for vehicle bodies; brake calipers for land vehicles; 
fitted seat covers for vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles; pre-designed vinyl vehicle wraps 
specially adapted for vehicles; vehicle parts, namely, power steering hoses; insignia for vehicles; 
vehicle seat cushions; vehicle wheel hub assemblies; ski carriers for vehicles; mirrors for vehicles, 
namely, rear view mirrors; reversing gears for land vehicles; hooks especially designed for use in 
vehicles to hold vehicle accessories; vehicle windscreens; anti-theft devices for vehicles; tire for 
vehicles; tire tubes for vehicles; tire inflators; plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior 



and interior plastic extruded decorative and protective trim; land vehicles, namely, electric cars, trucks 
and SUVs; semi-fitted covers for vehicles; brake air compressors for land vehicles; brake air cylinders 
for land vehicles; vehicle hoods; chassis for motor vehicles; vehicle seat protectors; structural repair 
parts for trucks and other motor vehicles; vehicle power train mechanism comprised of clutch, 
transmission, drive shaft, and differential; transmission top covers for land vehicles; transmission 
mounting plates for land vehicles; transmission cases for land vehicles; tow bars for vehicles; mud 
flaps for vehicles; steps for attachment to land vehicles; vehicle tow bars; vehicle wheel rims and 
structural parts therefor; all terrain vehicles (ATVs); sensors for land vehicles, namely, electric power 
steering torque sensors, sold as a component of the power steering system; vehicle wheel rims; 
gearboxes for land vehicles; brakes for vehicles; vehicle bodies; transmissions for land vehicles; 
vehicle parts, namely, windshield visors; vehicle parts, namely, sun visors; vehicle parts, namely, idler 
arms; vehicle parts, namely, ball joints; vehicle parts, namely, suspension struts; vehicle parts, 
namely, constant velocity joints; valve stems for vehicle tires; land vehicle parts, namely, differentials; 
hood shields as structural parts of vehicles; drive shafts for land vehicles; brake lines for vehicles; 
brake drums for land vehicles; land vehicle suspension parts, namely, leaf springs; land vehicle 
suspension parts, namely, coil springs; windshield wiper blades for vehicles; hydraulic circuits for 
vehicles; land vehicle suspension parts, namely, equalizers; disc brake pads for vehicles; cup holders 
for use in vehicles; land vehicle transmission and replacement parts thereof; belts for land vehicle 
transmissions; suspension systems for automobiles, trucks and sports utlity vehicles; wheel bearing 
for land vehicles; glass window for vehicles; burglar alarms for vehicles; brake hardware for vehicles; 
bicycle racks for vehicles; axle boot kits for use with land vehicles; axle bearings for land vehicles; 
disc brakes for land vehicles; roof rack storage containers for land vehicles; sports utility vehicles; 
airbags for vehicles; vehicle windows; seat belts for use in vehicles; valves for vehicle tires; horns for 
vehicles; land vehicle parts, namely, drive belts; clutches for land vehicles; fitted vehicle covers for 
cars and trucks for the purpose of protecting from weather and elements; head restraints for vehicles; 
inflatable air bags for use in vehicles for the prevention of injury in accidents; driving chains for land 
vehicles; aftermarket automobile accessories, namely, car organizer bags, nets and trays specially 
adapted for fitting in vehicles; safety belts for vehicle seats; brake linings for land vehicles; land 
vehicle parts, namely, axles; land vehicle parts, namely, drive gears; metal parts for vehicles, namely, 
automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; electric vehicles, namely, cars, 
truck and SUVs; bicycles; back-up warning alarms for vehicles; wheel disks for vehicles; motor 
vehicle power locks; motor vehicle alarm systems; steering units for land vehicles and parts thereof; 
spoilers for vehicles; vehicle running boards; air bags; shock absorbers for automobiles; bumpers for 
automobiles; vehicle roof rack cargo and luggage carriers; fitted vehicle seat covers; land vehicles 
parts, namely, running boards; land vehicle parts, namely, mud guards; land vehicle parts, namely, 
fenders; vehicle parts, namely, shock absorbers; doors for vehicles; turn signal levers for vehicles; 
gas cap covers for land vehicles; vehicle license plate covers; door panels for land vehicles.

 

Thank you for your assistance with these applications. I understand they are now in condition for 
publication.

 

Best,

Alli

 



Allisen Pawlenty

Coates IP

alli@coatesip.com

757.323.1797
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